Database Schema Migration
Converts tables, indexes, NULL, default values, primary and foreign keys, unique and check constraints, identity columns, synonyms, comments and other database objects and properties.

Data Migration
Supports all data types including large objects (LOB) and uses high performance tools for data transfer.

Server-Side Business Logic Migration
Converts stored procedures, functions, packages, triggers and views with database connection or without it (SQL scripts conversion).
Key Features

**Database API Conversion**
Supports conversions between ODBC, Oracle OCI, Oracle Pro*C, Sybase CT/LIB and other interfaces.

**Embedded SQL Conversion**
Migrates SQL statements written inline with a program source code.

**Application Conversion**
Converts applications between various platforms and programming languages.
Key Advantages

**Highly Automated:**
The level of automated migration may reach up to 100%.

**Highly Customizable and Flexible:**
Any migration solution or workaround can be implemented easily and quickly which helps to meet your specific requirements, quality standards and minimize risks.

**The Largest Number of Supported Databases and Programming Technologies:**
Preserving your investment in migration software.

**Flexible pricing strategy:**
Ispirer offers you a wide range of options, among which you will definitely find the one that suits you best.
Structure

- Migration and Modernization (MnM) Engine
- SQLWays Wizard
- Migration Studio
- Migration Commander
Ispirer Migration and Modernization Engine is a command line tool (sqlways.exe file) that can be run in batch mode and can perform the automatic conversion of the database or the database and application code provided in scripts.
**Ispirer SQLWays Wizard** is a GUI tool that is designed to simplify the database conversion process tuning for Ispirer MnM Engine. Works with the source database using the ODBC connection.
Ispirer Migration Studio is a GUI tool that is designed to simplify the database or application script conversion process tuning for Ispirer MnM Engine. Works with one script at a time.
**Ispirer Migration Commander** is a GUI tool that is designed to simplify the database or application scripts conversion process tuning for Ispirer MnM Engine. Works with several scripts at a time.
For more information about the company, migration software and services, please visit our website or contact us by email:

http://www.ispirer.com
Ispirer Systems Ltd. website

isperser@isperser.com
Product related and business inquiries

support@isperser.com
Technical support